press release
kgs Receives Renewed SAP Certification for Archive
Interfaces
The SAP archiving expert offers the most comprehensive
connectivity options for GDPR-relevant archiving scenarios
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Neu-Isenburg, 28 January 2020. SAP has reconfirmed certification of kgs www.kgs-software.com
for the following interfaces: BC-ILM 3.1 – SAP ILM – WEBDAV STORAGE
INTERFACE 3.1 and BC-AL 7.40 – ARCHIVELINK FOR ARCHIVING SYSTEMS 7.40. The official
test report from SAP also underscores the enormous speed that kgs brings to archiving.
The kgs Content Server SAP archive holds certification for the latest versions of all archive
interfaces needed to implement the GDPR: BC ILM 3.1, BC-AL 7.40, S/4-BC ILM 1.0 and S/4BC-AL 7.40. SAP Information Lifecycle Management (ILM) empowers SAP users to meet the
provisions defined in the GDPR. A key requirement for this is an archive that implements a
certified ILM interface. kgs was the first manufacturer to receive SAP NetWeaver ILM 3.1
certification.
Most archive manufacturers do not have such an extensively certified portfolio: While SAP
ArchiveLink is supported by most vendors, SAP ILM, ILM 3.1 and the ILM interface for SAP
S/4HANA are not standard options. In addition, the tests carried out by SAP as part of the
certification procedure demonstrated once again the high quality of the archive, in particular
when it comes to speed. This underscores the expertise and lead of kgs in the areas of
archiving, archive migration and document management in SAP environments.
“Implementing the requirements set forth by the GDPR and migrating to S/4HANA are the two
key challenges SAP user companies face today. Given the wide range of interfaces, there are
several ways to go about implementing the associated archiving requirements,” explains
Johanna Zinn, Head of Marketing at kgs. “In this context, a single archive that is certified for
all relevant interfaces provides SAP customers with the greatest possible operational
flexibility. Regardless of whether ECC 6.0 or S/4HANA is the leading system, SAP users can
connect our intelligent archive with their interface of choice, ArchiveLink or ILM.”
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KGS Software GmbH, headquartered in Neu-Isenburg near Frankfurt am Main, has been the digital
archive specialist for top companies worldwide for over 20 years. Data and documents from SAP as
well as documents from other leading applications are migrated and archived using highperformance, lean software. Under the brand "tia®" - the intelligent archive - the archive
manufacturer has been uniting all kgs product modules into a common vision of the intelligent
document archive since 2020. tia® stands for autonomous archiving, is connectable to any
applications, storage solutions and cloud technologies and offers companies the single point of truth
(SPoT) for accessing documents. kgs has been certifying ArchiveLink® and ILM interfaces for SAP
worldwide since 2005 and is a global SAP Value Added Solutions Partner.
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